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Insert Company Name - Talking Points 
New & Co-broke Recruiting  

 
When you understand real value, you can communicate it better than your 
competitors.  Now you are differentiating yourself. 
 
If everyone knew the VALUE of what we offer our agents in terms of our goods and 
services (marketing tools, incentives, support etc.) that every real estate agent in all 
our markets would choose to partner with us, right?  They don’t.  Our job then is to 
communicate our value and what differentiates us from every other real estate 
broker. 
 
We are the Best “Objection Over-comers” in the business.  We sell our value 
proposition to our own existing agent base and to new and experienced recruits 
every day to show VALUE.    We have a mutual partnership with our agents for 
success.  They believe that they could not be successful without us and we know we 
would not be successful without their outstanding day-to-day sales efforts.  It is a 
win/win and it works.  Our Main Task then is to share with new recruits and co-brokes 
WHY it works and close more recruiting conversations into appointments to grow 
your teams!   
 
Value proposition has been defined as: “A statement that summarizes why a 
consumer (potential recruit) should buy a product or use a service (choose a 
brokerage). This statement should convince a potential consumer (potential agent) 
that one product or service (broker) will add more value or better solve a problem than other 
similar offerings, in our case, (XYZ Company, etc.) other brokerages and real estate 
companies who do not offer our value.”  
Perceived Value is associated with a person’s emotional experience relative to the 
cost of that experience.  The higher the perceived value, the more willing they are to pay a 
higher cost for a good or service.  (Example:  The Ritz Carlton vs. Comfort Inn,  Steakhouse 
vs. a low end restaurant.  Brand is associated with this emotional experience:  Nike, Apple, 
Nordstrom, etc.) 
 
Our unique and special brand offers unique and exclusive services that need to be 
communicated to all recruits, so they see the value and then want to experience it and join 
us. 
 
How do we really communicate our VALUE to someone who hasn’t experienced it 
yet?  With passion, conviction, certainty and enthusiasm to RAICALLY differentiate 
yourself from the competition.   
 
The goal is to create doubt that where they are currently is NOT in their best financial 
interest.  Then tell them why.  
 

• At Insert Your Company Name, we are different and tell them why emphatically  
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Talking Points: 
 
• Privately & Locally Owned Company with Core Values & Mission Statements 

o Written by staff, agents, all departments throughout the company. 
o Everyone is invested in the sale or purchase of your home. 
o Owners Name, the management team and brokers are all personally available, 

attend sales meetings, go on listing appointments, meet with buyers and sellers 
and know our agents personally.  They are fully engaged, innovative, dedicated. 

o Our culture is based upon mutual respect, professionalism, and a fully engaged 
broker management leadership team whose main job is to make sure our agents 
are in a position to succeed and grow their businesses. 

o Consumer Centric Model with a Partnership with our Agents.  Everything we 
do at Insert Your Company Name is geared toward helping a seller sell their 
home or a buyer buy.  Innovative programs (List Your Company’s Programs)  We 
partner with our agents for mutual success.  We provide the success programs to 
help you grow your business within Insert Company Name.  We make a huge 
difference in our agent’s lives and their business.  We are the only company that 
offers the training, coaching, marketing and support that gives our agents the 
ability to compete at a higher level and achieve their sales and income goals.   

§ Closing LINE:  Meet with me to find out how we do this. We are different, 
it is in your best financial interest to see why so many agents keep 
choosing to partner with us for success. 

 
• Sales Compensation “Package”; Not Just Split. 

Focus on our entire “Incentive Compensation Package” How Much Money Do you 
Want to Make? (It’s NOT just all about the split) 

o We have an entire Incentive Sales Compensation Program that offers you more 
than just a commission split.  At the end of the day, you want to make the most 
amount of money with the least amount of expenses.  We are that solution. 

o We pay for and manage all the operating costs, so you can do what you do 
best…list and sell homes.   

§ Closing LINE:  If I could show you that you would make more money at 
Your Company’s Name AND have less expenses and actually have more 
marketing, training, coaching support wouldn’t that be in your best 
financial interest.  We are different and I know you are leaving money on 
the table.  Let’s meet and I can show you how we can partner for success 
with you, you’ll make more and have more time to spend with your family. 

 
• Effective Rate.  Use the Effective Rate Calculator Worksheet to figure out what they 

actually make.  When you take their seemingly high split and take out fees, franchise 
fees, and then take out their expenses you will help them realize what they really make.  
This helps when you then say, we pay for all those things.  You would actually make 
more on a slightly lesser split here because we actually pay for $18,500 worth of the 
things you have to pay for and manage where you currently are.    Look at the 
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worksheet and share the Effective Rate, what they are really ‘netting’ once you take 
their expenses.  And the worksheet shows columns including Current Broker vs. Insert 
Your Company’s Name and then the difference is right there.  Most don’t even know 
what effective rate means.  This is a HUGE way to show them they WOULD make more 
money with you at Insert Your Company’s Name. 

o Here are some questions to ask: 
§ What is your current split 
§ What is your franchise fee 
§ Transaction fee costs to you 
§ Marketing fees you pay 
§ What are your expense? 

• Signs, advertising, we, CRM costs, sign riders, mobile web apps? 
o Then on the Worksheet show the VALUE of the things you are offering that have 

a price value to them.  ie: signs, a huge expense to agents.   AND a CRM, 
another very expense item. 
 

• Value Proposition Circle – 
o We offer truly innovative and progressive commission plans 

§ The goods and services that we pay for and manage that you don’t have 
to pay for (showing service, personal mobile web app, web site with Lead  
Generation, Online Listing Presentation, Award Winning Website with 
highest traffic, Newspaper Advertising, telephones, business postage, 
rent, staff to enter sales and listings, non-competing manager, coaching, 
yard signs, etc) 

 
 
• Agent Coaching & Business Planning to Grow your Business by ______units this 

year, that’s $______________more money.  – exclusively offered in the Insert Company 
Name brokerage 
 

• KEY is to Radically differentiate yourself and Insert Company Name.   
o Your Company’s Name is a nationally trusted and recognized brand.  You are #5 

in the country.  This is a very big deal.  You are #1 in relocation for this brand, 
another huge differentiator.  Use these statistics to create a value differentiator to 
your competitors locally.   

 
• Top 5 National Your Company’s Name Brokerage for ________ years.  

 
•  #1 in Relocation in all Your Company’s Name  - Tell them how many relocation 

transactions you would be able to give them. if relocation is a big deal. 
 
 

• Instant Double Raise.  With this type of market share you will most likely sell more 
Insert Company Name listings and be would be paid out at a higher offering on a lot of 
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our commission plans.  No adverse commission AND a higher pay out on specific plans 
we have that offer that. 

•  
• Award Winning Website Presence, Lead Generation System & Power of Brand. 

o Our national brand recognition as the #__ You Company’s Name in nation  
 
o Because of our amazing signage, out of towners recognize our name 

 
o At Your Company’s Name, our success is powered by a smarter community of 

real estate brokers and agents. 
 
o For Local Buyers Real Estate is Local, even on the web.  Our large company 

national network means more brand recognition, more direct hits to our web site, 
more national exposure. 

 
o Relationships with Trulia, Zillow, Realtor.com, Homes.com   

 
• Relocation & Business Development 

o Insert Your Company’s Name Realty is a part of the largest relocation network 
of national brokers with in referrals nationwide.  We refer buyers and sellers 
nationally moving to our market and most relocation buyers are working with an 
Insert Your Company’s Name agent. Additionally, the discount brokers/national 
franchise companies rely solely on agents referring business and accounts.  Our 
Network has more Annual Sales Volume than any national franchise.  This 
means more opportunities for you as an Insert Company Name Realty agent to 
capture and close more relocation business and sell more of your listings. 

 
o We have had sellers tell us “They have sold homes across the country and would 

never list their home with a brokerage that didn’t have an in-house relocation 
department.”  They see the value in this to help find the buyer for their home.   

 
• Ask a CoBroke from another company with enthusiastic tone: 

• What’s Your Best Marketing Tool to Get a Listing?  Get excited and tell them 
there has to be something (other than themselves) that gets them the listing.  They 
can’t come up with one.  If they say, well, it’s me.  Say Of course its you, you are a 
rock star and you got the appointment….but what is the one, fantastic company 
tool from your broker that you know as soon as you start talking about it with a 
seller you know you’re going to get this listing?  They can’t answer you.  They may 
say hmmmm, I don’t know.  You say that’s ok we can come back to that.   

• Guarantee You’ll Sell More Houses (10 per year vs. 25 per year) 
• Say to the recruit: 

o I know that with our training and coaching and business planning that I 
personally am invested in your success, you could list and sell at least 10 
more units per year with us – and at $3,000 per sale income for you, that’s 
at least $30,000 more money for your per year. 
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o Online Leads Opportunity: 
§ If you were with us, our CRM program is generating more 

listings and sales for our agents, you would benefit significantly 
with more online leads with our CRM, just like our agents here 
are and that is real income to you.  With your amazing listing 
ability, each listing generates more online leads for you and 
more opportunities for your to list and sell, and it’s all free. 

 
o More opportunities means more sales bottom line. 
o 100% of 7% is not a lot of sales.   
o They will sell more homes with us with our incentive sales 

compensation package and make more money. 
o Agents leave kw/remax and join us at a straight 70% because of the 

VALUE we offer and expenses we take care of paying and managing. 
 
• If you could change one thing about your current company, what would it be and 

why? – then provide solution.   (create pain and then provide solution.) 
 

• It is in Your Best Financial Interest to Meet with Me.  Let’s meet this week, which is 
better for you Thursday or Friday at 10am (or whenever).  Give two options.  They 
will pick one, boom, you have a recruiting appointment.  

 
• I Think You’re Leaving Money on the Table and here’s why.  Then explain a 

program you have and how and why it is different than anyone in your market. 
 
• In this real estate market, you had a great year, but your income would have been 

30% higher had you been with us.  I guarantee it.  
 
• Presentations (fully dynamic in real time with interior photos of homes in CMA, 

real time access to MLS within the presentation on your presentation LIVE on 
laptop or iPad/Tablet. 

 
• Guarantee on Loss.  (needs approval from senior management) 

 
o If they want to leave but have deals in closing OR have listings they want to take 

with them;  Ask how much in pending they would get penalized if they left during 
those closings and consider paying them the difference they should have gotten 
from their current broker.  You can consider paying them $3,000 or whatever the 
approved amount is from your manager.  

o If they have listings they want to bring and their current broker won’t release them, 
consider paying the current broker the company dollar they would have gotten if 
those listings transfer to you and sell during the original listing term.  This does not 
actually cost you anything and the agent you are trying to recruit is beyond thrilled 
you would do it.  You pay a referral fee on the sale, your agent gets the same 
amount of money they would have gotten and you get the market share and sign in 
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the yard.   Agent leaves with confidence and you may not even have to do this 
because 1.)  broker releases listings with no issue and 2.) they expire during the 
original term expires and once they are relisted the referral fee term is over.   

 
• Free New Agent Training in Fast Start & FREE Business Planning & Coaching 

o ______ hours of CE 
o Ninja Sales Training, EOS Business Planning, Social Media Training, 

Regional Training, Webinars, personal coaching from managers and 
regionals to grow your business to next level each year. 

 
• I want to introduce you to my Regional VP, Insert Name or Meet Owner’s Name –  

We are all invested in your success. 
 
• Why are All of the Top Agents in the MLS with Us?  And Top Teams? 

 
o Point to the TOP teams and agent in your market place that continue to choose 

Insert Company Name.  Give statistics about the per person productivity is higher 
at INSERT YOUR COMPANY’S NAME than other brokerages in town because 
your management team is making a difference in your agent’s business by not only 
providing the best marketing tools, but providing the best sales tools, training and 
coaching at the branch level. 

 
• ABC – Always Be Closing.  Keep trying with a different approach. 
 
• Be assertive. Tell them you would love for them to join your team. 

 
o We would all love to have you join us.  Let’s meet and you can review what 

makes us different at INSERT YOUR COMPANY’S NAME.  I promise you will 
be happy you did.   

o If at the end of our meeting, you are still happy where you are, I will 
completely respect that and we can continue our outstanding relationship. 

 
• Minimize the weird.  If you get to a spot where it feels weird – minimize and quickly 

move to another topic; then come back and ask more questions.   
 
 
• USE Passion, Certainty, Conviction and Enthusiasm about your message. 

o Remember to ask for the appointment and use the presumptive close: 
o Speak with passion, conviction and enthusiasm about why you believe they 

would do better, because of the difference YOU will make for them and the 
difference INSERT YOUR COMPANY’S NAME will make for them.  It will 
totally come through and resonate with the new or experienced recruit.   

 
o When is a good time for us to meet, Thursday at 3 or Saturday at 10am? 
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o Let’s meet in person so I can show you the Incentive Comp Plan and all we have to 
offer.   

o I guarantee you will make more money and grow your business partnering with Insert 
Company Name. Let’s get together this week so I can demonstrate how you will make 
more money.  What is better for you Thursday at 5 or Saturday at 10?   

 
Happy Recruiting! 


